
ALEKS Score Placement Guide

*In any case, if your score is close to the lower end of the range, take advantage of the
LearningModules in ALEKS and try to improve your score. Also consult your advisor to decide which

class is the most suitable for you.*

Score Recommendation

76 and above
*Students planning to apply to the 4+1

MSFE program should enroll in
MATH 021 to meet the

requirements for your 4+1
coursework*

Take MATH 021 or MATH 081. (Both are suitable for your degree)

Please consult your advisor with any questions on which one may
align best with your curriculum plan. *(If your score is under 80, we
strongly recommend you keep practicing with the review modules).*

70 – 75 Take MATH 081, or you may work on the recommended modules
to try and improve your score to become eligible for MATH 021.
You may take MATH 095/096 as seats permit. *(MATH 095/096 is a
slower paced course over one year that meets the requirements for
MATH 081).*

65 – 69 Work through the preparation modules in ALEKS to better
prepare yourself to enroll in MATH 081. If your scores do not
improve, we recommend taking MATH 095 Calculus with
Business Applications I, Part A in the Fall. *(MATH 095 (and its
follow-up MATH 096 in the Spring) will provide a slower paced
experience with additional review that will take you to the equivalent of

MATH 081 in one year, as opposed to one semester.) * If you prefer to
take MATH 081, you are able to do so, but we highly recommend
working through the ALEKS modules to improve your score and
prepare you for MATH 081 at this pace.

60 – 64 Work through the preparation modules to better prepare
yourself to enroll in MATH 081 or MATH 095- Part A. If your
scores do not improve from this range, you will be eligible to
take MATH 005 (fall 2024 version only) or MATH 000. Either
MATH 005 (fall 2024 version only) or MATH 000 would be
an appropriate preparation course that will get you ready to
succeed in MATH 081.

59 and below Work through the preparation modules to better prepare
yourself for MATH 081, MATH 095 or MATH 005. If your scores
do not improve from this range, you are eligible to take MATH
000. The 2 credits of MATH 000 go towards your semester
enrollment and prepare you for MATH 081, but are not degree
bearing credits.


